Advertising and editorials: Women’s magazines as conduits for consumerism
INTRODUCTION
Incestuous. Unholy alliance. A slippery slope. All of these phrases could describe the
relationship between advertisers and the editorial content of women’s magazines. This
relationship developed with speed and strength over the course of the 20th century. Now, eight
years into the 21st century, the relationship is more refined than the advertisers and editors of
early 1900s women’s magazines ever would have imagined. Today, popular women’s magazines
glow with fantastic photography on smooth, glossy pages. The content is also glossy, glossing
over the truth of some matters and stealthily delivering advertisers’ messages and desires.
This study focuses on the relationship between editorial and advertising content, based on
a quantitative analysis of advertising and editorial pages in three women’s magazines—Marie
Claire, Elle and Vogue—and a qualitative analysis of readers’ perceptions of this relationship.
This study explores whether these magazines meet the ethical standards of the Society of
Professional Journalists (SPJ): (1) seek the most accurate truth and report it; (2) minimize harm;
(3) act independently of obligations or interests other than the public’s right to be informed; and
(4) be accountable to readers and other journalists (Society of Professional Journalists, 1). This
study’s findings are important because they provide a snapshot of the role of journalistic ethics
and editorial integrity in the American popular women’s-magazine industry through the content
analysis and responses of a small focus group of those magazines’ readers. The results offer
insights into the role of journalism in women’s magazines as of 2007.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous studies have highlighted the disconnect between editorial content in women’s
magazines and true journalism. Studies have explored how the advertising content in women’s
magazines shapes the image the magazine has for its readers or shapes the content and layout of
everything within the magazine’s cover pages. A small number of studies reviewed the findings
of content analyses in regard to gender portrayals and the evolution of the modern woman in
women’s magazine advertising.
A plethora of articles have been published in the United Kingdom concerning the topics
this study deals with, but the amount of comparative articles published in the United States is
surprisingly low. In 1990, Ms. founder Gloria Steinem explained through her own experience
and the anecdotes of other editors how the magazine industry obtains advertising. Steinem
claimed freedom of the press was being compromised by advertising, especially in women’s
magazines (Steinem, 170). She elucidated difficulties in getting advertising dollars for Ms. when
it refused to stop printing serious articles or articles with messages conflicting those in
advertisements. Because the magazine tried to avoid cigarette advertising and sexist
advertisements, it had a difficult time taking in enough funding to keep the subscription cost low
(Steinem, 171-175). The article also lists some advertisers and types of stories they refuse to
have near their advertisements or even be in the same magazine as (Steinem, 177). Steinem’s
article is unique because it is a mostly first-person account of advertising woes in the magazine
industry through the eyes of the editor of a nontraditional women’s magazine.
In 1993, Ellen McCracken wrote about covert advertisements, discussing the many subtle
ways advertisements are placed to more effectively reach readers. The major methods
McCracken named were (1) a sympathetic editorial structure, which includes the magazine’s
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“unique image,” placement of advertisements, editorial “tie-in’s” of sponsored products, relay
texts and brand reciprocity; (2) shared formatting of advertisements and editorial materials,
including advertorials, special sections and contests; and (3) editorial advice and information
complementary to advertising messages (McCracken, 38-63). McCracken analyzed Glamour,
which began promoting itself in 1983 as a more serious magazine with less “fluff” than other
women’s magazines, and Self, which stays closer to the beauty and fashion genre and further
from serious articles that might turn advertisers away (McCracken, 153). The majority of content
in both magazines was “fluff;” Glamour, however, did have a few serious articles sprinkled amid
seasonal nail colors and shoes. McCracken argued that because women’s magazines are
receptacles for advertisers’ messages, they do not cover enough serious topics.
In 1993, Linda J. Busby and Greg Leichty focused primarily on the role, or lack thereof,
of feminism in women’s magazines, focusing on the pre-feminist, developing feminist ideology,
social implementation of feminist ideology, and post-feminist periods (Busby and Leichty, 247).
Using McCall’s and Redbook, two traditional women’s magazines with “woman as housewife”
ideologies, and Ms. and Working Woman, two nontraditional women’s magazines focusing on
the woman outside the home in a feminist light, Busby and Leichty discussed the evolution of
the image of the ideal woman in the two types of women’s magazines. After conducting a
quantitative analysis of female portrayals in advertising during the four periods above, Busby
and Leichty targeted sex stereotyping and gender roles as the key link between editorial content
and advertising in these magazines. They argued that women are more likely to be shown in
decorative roles in magazine advertising because of the emphasis on fashion and beauty products
in these magazines’ editorial content and advertisers’ goals (Busby and Leichty, 258). Busby and
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Leichty did not consider women’s magazine content to be journalism or adhering to journalism’s
ethical standards.
In 1996, Jef I. Richards and John H. Murphy argued that advertising as a field has been
damaged because of the relationship between advertisements and editorial material in women’s
magazines (Richards and Murphy, 26). Richards and Murphy touched on the idea of selfcensorship in magazines as a way of pre-empting advertisers’ refusal to advertise on account of
specific articles being published (Richards and Murphy, 26).
In 1998, Joseph Coyle discussed how editors dealt with the pressure to gain revenues and
remain independent of advertisers (Coyle, 1). Coyle asserted that magazine editors are also
marketers (Coyle, 1). He explained that some magazines tie editorial bonuses to a magazine’s
financial success, which motivates the editor to cater to advertisers’ desires and practice selfcensorship (Coyle, 2). Coyle argued that citing a cover model’s makeup and perfume suppliers
takes a step away from the ethics of running a journalistic publication (Coyle, 5). Coyle argued
the editor is the primary gatekeeper in how much influence advertisers can exert over editorial
content.
Jon Fine wrote in 2003 that the integrity of editorial content in magazines is under fire
from advertising. Although the American Society of Magazine Editors has specific rules
governing the separation of advertising and editorial content, many magazines have been
straying from those rules in recent years (Fine, 1). Fine cited representatives from the advertising
industry as having little respect for the society’s rules and magazine editors expressing remorse
over ASME warnings for rule violations created by the pressure to gain revenue (Fine, 1-2). Fine
attributes the increase in violations to a decrease in advertising pages among magazines of all
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genres, further bolstering the idea that magazines rely so heavily on magazine advertising they
must throw ethical mores to the wayside to gain funding.
Few articles specifically explore the relationship between advertising and editorial
content in women’s magazines. In 1986, William L. Weis and Chauncey Burke’s gave examples
of advertisers threatening to pull—and in one case actually doing so—hundreds of thousands of
dollars in advertising revenue from magazines if editorial content was published that made the
tobacco industry look bad or was considered “anti-smoking” (Weis and Burke, 60).
In 2004, Martha A. Starr explored the image of the “working woman” that emerged in the
1970s as it translated into women’s magazines. She argued that women’s magazines shaped
women’s personal style and identity by advocating consumption of the goods contained in the
magazines’ advertising pages (Starr, 291-292). Starr explored examples of women’s magazines
creating and influencing identities, with Good Housekeeping at the helm of traditional magazines
catering to women at home, more interested in cooking, housekeeping and fashion, and
Mademoiselle representing magazines for young women interested in the workplace and a
progressive portrayal of gender roles (Starr, 296). The types of advertising in traditional
magazines like Good Housekeeping helped women identify with their roles in the home as
housekeeper, wife and mother, whereas advertising in nontraditional magazines like
Mademoiselle, Working Mother and Working Woman promised to fulfill different identity goals
more suitable to a nontraditional readership.
In 2005, Deborah Sullivan cited women’s magazines as a tool for cosmetic surgeons to
obtain more business and perpetuate unnatural ideals of what women should look like.
She discussed a national advertising campaign by the American Society of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgeons that targeted women’s magazines—influencing editorial content,
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including referral numbers and Web sites, and other promotional methods designed to entice
women to seriously consider cosmetic surgery (Sullivan, 39). Sullivan cast the campaign as a
successful large-scale public relations effort. Her analysis of 171 cosmetic surgery-related
articles in women’s magazines over a 16-year period found many articles contained “advice”
from cosmetic surgeons, advanced the idea of medical assistance being necessary to enhance
appearance, downplayed risks of cosmetic surgery, and claimed social and economic benefits of
cosmetic surgery (Sullivan, 42-46). Sullivan discussed women’s magazine advertising as
normalizing cosmetic surgery for young women and girls by making it look like “Everybody’s
Doing It” (Sullivan, 48).
In 2005, Jon Fine asserted that advertising clutters magazine pages and is equivalent to
blatant advertising clips on TV. He cited Toyota Motor Corp’s query for three major magazines
to “explore product integration” in editorial content (Fine, 24). He also looked into The New
York Post Web site’s “keyword ads,” paid advertisements linked to highlighted words in articles
(Fine, 24). Fine called these examples “an indicator of changing media mores” (Fine, 24). Fine
attributed changes in acceptable magazine advertising to a result of declining advertising pages
in print publications—a direct result of the increasing dominance of the Internet and Internet
advertising. In 2006, Jayne O’Donnell discussed the emergence of ShopSmart, a magazine that
accepts no advertising or samples because, “ShopSmart’s editor-in-chief says those factors may
unduly influence the magazines’ coverage” (O’Donnell, 3b). In 2006, Stephanie Smith explored
Jane magazine’s efforts to obtain advertising pages by courting advertisers. Jane’s publishers
mailed video iPods to the top 30 beauty advertisers as a promotion for the magazine’s May 2006
beauty issue (Smith, 2). The video featured the magazine’s beauty editor talking about increased
beauty coverage and the magazine’s spring makeup trends (Smith, 2).
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In 2006, Cory L. Armstrong discussed varying levels of ethical journalism in women’s
magazines, stating that some magazines adhere more closely than others to the same guidelines
as newspaper journalists. He argued that women’s magazines and newspapers believe women
readers are interested in content traditionally thought of as “women’s content,” like stories on
weddings, homemaking, clubs, food, beauty and society, or human-interest stories, consumer
news, cultural information, education, social policy and child-rearing (Armstrong, 449). These
topics often lend themselves to advertising, which makes it easier for the publication to stray
from strict ethics.
The information detailed in these works using both quantitative and qualitative analyses
indicates the line between advertising and editorial content in women’s magazines is very often
blurred, and many in the magazine world disagree on how much a magazine should cater to
advertisers. It seems universally accepted that magazines are under extreme pressure to keep
advertisers happy as a means of obtaining high revenues and keeping per-issue costs for readers
low.
JUSTIFICATION
Historical Background
This study is important because advertising has been integral to magazines since the 19th
century. Magazines specifically for women began appearing in the United States in 1865
(Zuckerman, 1). These early magazines targeted gender-specific topics and were models for later
women’s magazines (Zuckerman, 1). Because they did not take advertisements, women’s
magazines were expensive (Hill, Advertising 12). After 1890, when advertisements became more
widely accepted, advertising revenues in U.S. magazines rose from $190 million in 1890 to $682
million by 1914 (Zuckerman, 60). Advertising in Vogue, for example, has evolved from an
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important piece of funding to a substantial portion of the magazine’s volume, revenue and draw
for readers. Founded in 1892, Vogue now lays claim to an average circulation of 1.3 million
(Vogue, 1). As women’s magazines discovered how advertising lowered publication prices and
secured higher readership, advertisers began to realize the reciprocal benefit of reaching a wide
audience of women, who were increasingly the sole purchasers of home products (Hill,
Advertising 15).
Advertisers thought of new ways to target women’s magazine readers. Food, soap and
clothing advertisements were the most popular in women’s magazines during those early years,
targeting the woman as homemaker (Zuckerman, 71). In the 1930s, magazines like McCalls
began promising complementary editorial content and placement for advertisers (Hill,
Advertising 13). Advertisers took advantage of magazines’ offers because of the belief that
readers would be more susceptible to their messages if advertisements were placed next to
articles rather than in separate advertising sections (Zuckerman, 62). It would not be difficult for
women reading advertising copy to at first think it was editorial text, because advertisements
were designed to look like magazine editorials by the 1930s. Some advertisements mimicked
editorial content in design as early as 1910, blending in with real editorial content to trick women
into reading them (Zuckerman, 73). This became more common through the 1920s and ‘30s, as
radio began competing with magazines for advertising dollars. In return for receiving
advertisements, many women’s magazines began writing editorials to supplement the
advertisements they received, sometimes even printing sales information verbatim (Zuckerman,
164-165).
After World War Two, advertising revenues and readership for women’s magazines
rapidly expanded as advertisers fought for national advertising (Zuckerman, 203). Earlier
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advertiser-pleasing trends, such as publishing complementary editorials or blending
advertisement and editorial in page design, were deeply ingrained in women’s magazines by the
1960s. Magazines who employed these tactics won advertising dollars, and magazines that did
not were left struggling. Women’s magazines still employ these tactics, although at a level more
refined and informed by market research. In 1988, women’s magazines had 13 percent more
advertising in volume than any other magazine genre, up from eight percent in 1987
(McCracken, 289). Because it was so easy to place advertising in these magazines, it was easier
to begin a magazine in the fashion and beauty category than in any other. Elle was launched in
1985 and had 2,080 advertising pages in 1987, with a paid circulation in 1988 of 851,152
(McCracken, 289). Elle’s paid circulation in 2005 was 1.03 million (Elle, 1).

Contemporary Women’s Magazines
This study is unique because it is the first look at Elle, Marie Claire and Vogue together
in the 21st century. Two of these magazines have circulations of more than one million readers.
These magazines and their peers are chock-full of advertising, endorsements and
“advertorials”—high-quality editorial articles created by advertisers (Conti, 12). The advertising
ratio in women’s magazines is 60 percent advertising to 40 percent editorial content on
average—a ratio designed to help draw profits (Potter, 37). Some readers flip through magazines
solely to read the advertisements, while others are frustrated by the magnitude of “wasted pages”
in between newsy articles.
In an effort to expand the findings of previous scholarship, this study explores the
relationship between advertising and editorial content in the fashion-heavy Vogue, the
mainstream Elle, and the comparatively feminist Marie Claire. Vogue describes itself to
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advertisers as “America’s cultural barometer, putting fashion in the context of the larger world
we live in—how we dress, live, socialize; what we eat, listen to, watch; who leads us and
inspires us” (Vogue, 1). Vogue has the largest circulation at 1,301,575 (Vogue, 1). Elle sees itself
as “the world’s largest fashion magazine for the woman with a style—and mind—of her own.
For her, fashion is self-expression, not to mention serious fun” (Elle, 1). Elle’s circulation is
1,055,027 (Elle, 1). Marie Claire touts itself to advertisers as being read by “the sophisticated,
professional women you don’t want to miss” (Marie Claire, 1). Marie Claire also claims that 66
percent of its readers do not read Elle and 57 percent of its readers do not read Vogue. Marie
Claire has the smallest audience, with a circulation of nearly 700,000 (Marie Claire, 1).
The study is important because very few quantitative analyses have been conducted in the
2000s strictly dealing with the general relationship between advertising and editorial content in
magazines. Most quantitative analyses evaluate sexismi and traditional and nontraditional topics
in women’s magazines,ii the influence of women’s magazines on poor body image in young
women,iii and smoking addiction.iv These findings are relevant because women’s identities are
shaped by the ideas presented to them in women’s magazines. As Starr wrote:
Consumption relates to identity in several ways: It is a material reflection of preferences,
it signals how one perceives oneself and wants to be perceived, it can establish or
preclude access to work opportunities and social circles. Using consumption to establish
identity hinges on manipulating its visible aspects, including clothing and personal
appearance, the vehicle driven, location and size of residence, and leisure pursuits (Starr,
295).
Analysis of the relationship between editorial content and advertising sheds light on just how
ingrained is the practice of complementary editorials, advertorials and other covert advertising
tactics in women’s magazines. The quantitative and qualitative analysis will help measure how
well women’s magazines measure up to the SPJ ethical code, which includes truthfulness,
loyalty to readers, maintaining independence, monitoring power, providing information for
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informed citizenship, reporting the news wholly, and exercising personal conscience, according
to journalism scholars Kovach and Rosenstiel (Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2).
This study also helps evaluate John Brady’s claim that editorial integrity in magazines is
eroding. “Editorial integrity is often compromised due to enormous pressures from variable
sources that are considered significant for the publication’s financial viability. However, a
publication’s reputation and market value is highly dependent on its credibility,” he wrote
(Brady, 36). Brady called this the “Age of Editorial Erosion” because editors are under extreme
pressure to accommodate advertisers with varying special interests that may conflict with articles
the magazine would like to publish (Brady, 36). Brady called the new extension of the problem
“editorial cronyism,” where magazines advertise for and produce high amounts of editorial
content about influential persons, products and friends (Brady, 36). He mentioned a tendency of
women’s magazines to feature glowing cover stories on clothing lines and other big-name
advertisers while “reserving its venom for randy sheiks and cutthroat arbitrageurs, few of whom
rely on print ads to promote their enterprises” (Brady, 36).
Analysis of these three magazines provides an updated and broader version of research
on women’s magazines in the 1980s and early 1990s by Busby and Leichty, Starr and Sullivan.
The focus group is vital for augmenting this quantitative data because it reveals how some
readers view these magazines’ journalistic role. This study illuminates not only the relationship
between advertising and editorial content in contemporary popular women’s magazines, but also
the importance of that relationship and perception of it to magazine readers. The focus group
sheds light on whether readers view the magazines in the same way as magazines tell their
advertisers and whether women readers view advertising as a necessary evil or pleasurable.
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Finally, the study can help readers better comprehend the magnitude of the advertising
industry’s influence in magazines. The Publishers Information Bureau’s report for the third
quarter of 2007 showed that advertisements for toiletries and cosmetics comprise $1.8 billion of
advertising revenue in magazines, with fashion following at $1.5 billion (PIB, 1). According to
the American Society of Magazine Editors, beauty and grooming took up an average 8,141.1
editorial pages in 148 magazines in 2006. Fashion filled 22,670.8 pages on average (ASME, 1).
To put these numbers in perspective, Estée Lauder’s net earnings as of Sept. 30, 2007, were
$39.1 million after $1.71 billion in net sales (Estée Lauder, 2). L’Oreal saw 12.6 billion Euros in
sales in 2006, (L’Oreal, 1).

METHODOLOGIES
Quantitative Analysis
The investigator analyzed content in Elle, Vogue and Marie Claire from September 2006
to September 2007. Categories included: multiple-page spread advertising, full-page advertising,
page-dominant advertising, small collected advertising, complementary advertising, non-related
advertising, advertorial, special section, advertiser-sponsored contest, complementary content,
advertiser-friendly content, advertisement-related content and advertisement-independent content
[for definitions, see Appendix 1]. Tallies of the number of pages fitting each category and related
averages and percentages were kept in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and a Microsoft Access
database. The pages in each magazine were counted three times to ensure accuracy.
Another spreadsheet tallied the following information for each issue of each magazine:
total number of pages, advertising-only pages, content-only pages, and mixed pages; and number
of advertisers with duplicate advertisements. It also listed the total number of products
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mentioned without advertising present in the current or any previous issue, and the number of
products mentioned without advertising present in the current issue but present in previous
issues. This information was also checked in triplicate to ensure accuracy.

Qualitative Analysis
The focus-group took place on March 11, 2008, in a classroom on The University of
Arizona campus. Attendees were readers of at least one of the three magazines and were solicited
from advertisements in the UA department of journalism, German studies, art and English, the
Honors College, and the Ballroom Dance Club and Deutscher Studenten Club—all departments
and organizations having listservs to which the investigator has access. Attendees were also
solicited from advertisements on the social networking Web site Facebook.com. More than 200
students were solicited but only eight responded. Four female students showed up, including a
freshman, a sophomore, a junior and a senior.
The participants discussed their views on advertising in magazines and its relation to
editorial content for one-and-a-half hours. The participants filled out questionnaires and engaged
in a group discussion with the investigator [for questions, see Appendix 2-3]. The investigator
took notes and directed the conversation, writing important points on a white board and asking
for clarification on viewpoints or reasoning when necessary. These notes were recorded after the
session ended and will be referred to “Focus Group Notes.” Participants were not asked to
provide their names or personally identifying information on the questionnaires, per the proposal
accepted by the UA Human Subjects Research Protection Program. The investigator explained to
participants before the session how the information gathered from them would be used and what
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the research project is about. Participants were willing volunteers and were told they could opt
out of the session at any time.
RESULTS
Advertising dominates
Most pages in all three magazines are filled with advertising. Vogue carries the most
advertising, with 263 advertisements per issue on average (Table 1).
Table 1—Advertising makeup per magazine
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Elle has an average of 217 advertisements per issue (Table 1). Marie Claire includes an average
of 124 advertisements per issue (Table 1). For all three magazines, most advertisements are
single advertisements from different advertisers (Table 1). Less than 10 percent of all
advertisements in each magazine are multiple advertisements from the same advertiser.
Olay and L’Oreal most often purchase more than one advertisement per magazine (Table
2). In Elle and Vogue, Dior, Chanel, Gucci, Estee Lauder and Lancome are also among the most
frequent companies to purchase multiple advertisements (Table 2).
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Table 2—Companies that frequently purchased more than one advertisement
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It is difficult to compare Marie Claire with either Elle or Vogue, not just because Marie Claire
doesn’t get the same advertising as them, but because Marie Claire’s largest issue is dwarfed by
Vogue and Elle’s largest issues (Table 3).
Table 3—Monthly number of pages per magazine
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The smallest issues of Vogue and Elle are slightly smaller than Marie Claire’s largest issue
(Table 3). Although smaller, Marie Claire’s ratios of advertising to editorial content are about
the same as those in the much larger magazines. The smallest issue of each magazine is January
and the largest issue is September (Table 3).
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Frequent advertising and product mention
One of the most significant findings is that the most-advertised products also appear most
frequently in each magazine’s editorial pages. This is unethical per the SPJ code, as mentioning
advertisers’ products is not in readers’ best interests. The number of advertisements and the
number of products mentioned in editorial pages for Chanel and Ralph Lauren suggests a strong
correlation between the advertising and editorial content in magazines. Chanel and Ralph Lauren
are the biggest advertisers in all three magazines (Table 4 and 5).
Table 4—Number of issues products are mentioned in
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Table 5—Number of issues advertisements appear in
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When there is a one-to-one ratio of advertising to products featured, as occurs most frequently in
the advertising-rich Vogue, attentive readers may wonder if deals are being made between
advertiser and editors. For example, Marie Claire features in its editorial pages numerous
products that advertise a few times in the magazine. For example, H&M, a product mentioned at
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least once in all 13 issues’ editorial pages, purchased an advertisement in the September 2006
issue of Marie Claire. H&M did not advertise again in Marie Claire during the next 12 issues,
but the editorial pages of every issue feature products from H&M. Other brands that advertise
just once yet continue to gain mention in Marie Claire’s editorial pages are Versace, M.A.C. and
Gucci (Table 6).
Table 6—Number of issues products are featured/advertised in.
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One question that arises from this data is whether magazines include products in their
editorial pages as an incentive for advertisers to purchase first or further advertisements in the
magazine. One example is a pair of Miu Miu shoes featured on the “Last Look” page in Vogue’s
September 2007 issue. The shoes are lauded and appealingly photographed on the last editorialcontent page of the magazine, accompanied by a price listing of $720 and the following text:
We were wondering: An atypical spectator (true originals are two-toned) with a bubble
gum-pink crystal studded plastic heel … what on Earth was Miuccia Prada thinking when
she designed this wacky shoe? As it turns out, adding a synthetic stiletto to a timetreasured look was her clever little dig at artificial femininity (qualify that as you will).
It’s conceptual, but like all things Miu Miu, it’s playfully tongue in cheek, too, especially
so when the realest of women (yes, we mean you) wears it. If the line between faux and
fabulous is, as Ms. Prada seems to suggest, superfine, wouldn’t you love to walk it in
these! (Vogue September 2007, 840)
In the previous issue, a Miu Miu advertisement featured the same pair of shoes (Vogue August
2007, 72). Miu Miu advertised in six issues of Vogue, before and after the “Last Look”
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highlighted here. If the advertiser needed any incentive to purchase a future advertisement,
Vogue provides it by practically telling readers they, as “the realest of women,” should be
wearing Miu Miu shoes such as those shown in the “Last Look” (Vogue September 2007, 840).
Figure 1—“Last Look” in September 2007 Vogue; Figure 2—Miu Miu advertisement in August 2007 Vogue.

This fails the SPJ code because publishing advertiser-friendly content raises questions about the
magazine’s ability to act independently of advertisers’ interests.
While there is some evidence Vogue’s editors plug products to gain advertisements, they
do not seem to be trying as hard as Elle or Marie Claire. The data shows that Vogue’s editorial
pages mention fewer products on average than Marie Claire’s and Elle’s, even though Vogue
boasts the most advertising and the most pages (Table 7).
Table 7—Number of products mentioned in all 13 issues of each magazine
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This is intriguing because Vogue is an advertising powerhouse among the three magazines but
appears to work less for it than either Marie Claire or Elle. This is because Vogue has the largest
circulation and thus is perhaps the most lucrative market for advertisers. Since Vogue also names
fewer products in its editorial pages than the other two magazines, it appears advertisers buy
space in Vogue because of its high circulation instead of a free product plug. Vogue mentions
some products after companies have advertised in the magazine more frequently than it mentions
products that have not advertised (Table 8). Vogue appears to be thanking its current advertisers
but not doing much to recruit new advertisers.
Table 8—Average number of products mentioned per issue
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In contrast, while Marie Claire mentions in stories many of the same products as Elle and
Vogue, it does not always receive reciprocal advertisements from those companies (Table 9 and
10). Marie Claire mentions Chanel, Banana Republic, Dior, Yves Saint Laurent and Gucci as
much as Elle and Vogue, but most of these brands do not purchase advertisements in Marie
Claire (Table 9 and 10).
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Table 9—Number of issues each company is mentioned in per magazine
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Table 10—Number of issues each company purchases advertisements in
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This could be the result of myriad factors. Among them are Marie Claire’s tendency to cover
more controversial topics in its independent articles, its lower circulation, and its reputation as a
fashion magazine.
Another trend this data reveals is Vogue’s advertising supremacy. Some of the companies
whose products are mentioned in Elle and Marie Claire’s editorial pages are regular advertisers
in Vogue: Dior, Dolce & Gabbana, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Prada and Yves Saint Laurent (Table
11). These lucrative labels are perhaps the holy grails of advertising for a women’s magazine.
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Table 11—Number of advertisements gained versus product mentions per magazine
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Yet only three of those companies advertise in Marie Claire, even though Marie Claire often
mentions their products in its editorial pages. All of the companies purchase advertisements in
Elle, but not as many advertisements as they purchase in Vogue. This reiterates the point that
Vogue’s larger circulation allows the editorial staff to do less product placement without hurting
the magazine’s financial situation—which neither Elle or Marie Claire appears able to do.
Regardless, all three magazines practice product placement, which is a clear violation of the SPJ
code.
Advertiser-friendly articles
The data shows that magazines lack editorial independence in the choice of topics they
cover, which violates the SPJ code of ethics. Looking at the content in almost any issue of a
women’s magazine’s can make thoughtful readers feel slightly schizophrenic. Among articles
about “Your No-Fail Diet & Gym Plan” (Marie Claire, Jan. 2007) or “Total Body Makeover”
(Marie Claire, Sept. 2006) and photos of often-painfully slender models in expensive clothing,
will sit one incongruous serious article—“The Eating Disorder Personality” (Elle, March 2007)
or “After Abu Ghraib: Lynndie England’s First Jailhouse Interview” (Marie Claire, Nov. 2006).
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These articles spark the most debate and praise in the letters to the editor. Why, then, are there so
few serious articles in women’s magazines and so many fluffy stories amid the pictures of
airbrush-perfect models? The answer is advertising.
One way that all three magazines make themselves friendlier to advertisers is to fill
editorial pages with benign content. It is no surprise that the three main types of articles in the
magazines are clothing, beauty and jewelry when one explores the magazines’ advertising pages.
In September 2007, for example, Elle published 23 fashion articles and seven beauty articles
(Table 13). This abundance of frothy content indicates that magazines fail to report the truth, the
most important SPJ principle.
Table 13—Makeup of editorial articles

Elle, September 2007
14%

2%
Fashion

16%

Beauty
52%

Entertainment
Lifestyle

16%

Other

The prevalence of fashion and beauty advertisements and articles in Elle, Marie Claire
and Vogue is also worth noting because it points to a trend away from Starr’s progressive ideal
of the working woman, who no longer needs to pay as much attention to fashion and beauty.
Instead, it reverts to the idea of the ornamental sex-object female of the 1970s that Busby and
Leichty describe (Starr, 296; Busby and Leichty, 258).
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Figures 3-5—Examples of fashion editorial pages in Vogue (January 2007), Marie Claire (August 2007) and Elle (May 2007), respectively.

This suggests women’s ideals in the post-feminist era have reverted to pre-feminist norms of
women as always stylish, attractive and appealing. This focus on beauty stretches beyond articles
about the latest jewelry trends and lipstick colors into the realm of plastic surgery.
Cosmetic surgery
Finally, another surprising observation is the lack of advertising for plastic surgery in
Elle, Marie Claire and Vogue. Sullivan asserted in 2005 that plastic surgery advertising and
articles on it are very popular in women’s magazines, helping the plastic surgery industry
increase business (Sullivan, 42-46). Yet no advertisements for plastic surgery appear in any of
the 39 issues studied. The only cosmetic procedure advertised is Botox Cosmetic and its
subsidiary, Juvederm (Figures 6 and 7).
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Figure 6—Juvederm advertisement from Vogue magazine, August 2007; Figure 7—Botox advertisement from Elle magazine, June 2007.

Data shows the ethical shortcomings in plastic surgery coverage. Numerous articles discuss the
benefits of cosmetic procedures similar to Botox. Seven issues of Elle contain articles devoted to
this topic. From “Taut Couture,” an article on Botox, laser treatment and liposuction to keep
one’s neck taut (Elle, September 2006) to “Age of Experience,” an article about using cosmetic
treatments regularly from a young age to prevent visual ageing (Elle, December 2006), the
editors of Elle discuss a broad range of cosmetic procedures. For example, “We Have Liftoff,”
an article about face lifts, begins:
At 38, Juliet*, a New Yorker whose fashion sensibility falls somewhere distinctly south
of the uptown/downtown divide, is simply far too cool—not to mention too young—to be
a candidate for the F-word. Or so she thought. But last year, just before Christmas, the
self-described “last person on earth anyone would suspect of having cosmetic surgery”
checked into an exclusive Upper East Side clinic for top-secret eyelid-boosting
blepharoplasty, laser skin resurfacing, and the very lift (albeit, she hastens to point out, a
“mini-lift”) she had previously feared. “For years, you see yourself in pictures and stare
at the loose jawline and the tired-looking eyes, and you know that inside, your personality
is so much younger and fresher and more joyful than that,” Juliet says. “After a while, it’s
just like, ‘Screw it! I’m taking care of this.’” (Elle April 2007, 234)
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Not only does this article violate the SPJ code by using an anonymous source, but the reader can
tell the article favors cosmetic surgery for young women. Since the title mentions face lifts, it
especially seems to support that type of procedure. The writer stresses the fashionableness and
coolness of the first source in the first sentence, which suggests that, for the reader to be cool and
fashionable, she must go out and get a facelift before her skin begins looking loose and old. The
sources and quotations in the article reiterate this idea. For example, a pull quote states, “In an
era of $1,200-a-pop injections that require regular refills, surgery makes a new kind of sense”
(236). In the last sentence, a plastic surgeon who uses barbed sutures claims, “Nothing else has
offered that level of precision” (238). This article reinforces Sullivan’s hypothesis that cosmetic
surgery-related editorial content makes it look like “Everybody’s Doing It.”
Vogue exhibits similar boosterism for cosmetic procedures, although it trails Elle in
volume of comparable articles. Three issues of Vogue include cosmetic surgery articles. “The
sting,” discusses lip plumpers, lip glosses whose ingredients irritate the lips so much that they
swell up and become fashionably plump. The author writes, “And while a doctor’s office is still
the place to go for the real deal—i.e., injections…” (Vogue November 2006, 336). This simple
line, which goes on to quote a dermatologist discussing the benefits of lip plumpers, reminds the
reader that cosmetic procedures in the doctor’s office are desirable, even if some products offer
similar results. Another Vogue article, “My first wrinkle,” takes a more exploratory approach
than Elle, discussing all the creams and beauty regimens the author could use to ease the
creeping onslaught of wrinkles (Vogue August 2007, 170). This one-sided approach falls short of
the SPJ rule that journalists act independently of obligations or interests other than the public’s
right to be informed.
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Figure 8—“My first wrinkle,” Vogue, August 2007

“Making the Cut” is similarly one-sided. It claims that fillers are out and facelifts in.
“Amid the filler frenzy, does anyone get facelifts anymore?” it begins. “Julia Reed reports on the
procedures that have stood the test of time” (Vogue August 2007, 178). By saying the procedure
has “stood the test of time,” Reed suggests facelifts are safe, quality procedures. “The knife is
back,” the author writes, reinforcing the earlier claim that the “filler frenzy” is on its way out
(Vogue August 2007, 178). She even makes a wry jab: “Why have a facelift if you can inject
those sagging lines with filler? Because after a while you can look like a paralyzed puff adder”
(Vogue August 2007, 180). This article fails the SPJ code because it is an advertisement for
surgeons everywhere who perform facelifts.
In contrast, Marie Claire’s articles about cosmetic procedures are much better-balanced
from those in Vogue and Elle. For example, the author of “Cosmetic Surgery Lowdown” states,
“But if you’re gonna do it, you have to know what you’re getting into—and what the alternatives
are…Here, the facts about the latest techniques” (Marie Claire October 2006, 63). The article
factually discusses all options available—the good, the bad and the ugly elements of cosmetic
surgery. “Subtle changes—are they worth it?” follows the author as she consults plastic surgeons
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about procedures. Although the story is told in first person and the author names the surgeons
and their cost estimates, the article still takes an impartial look at the recommendations. This
comes closer to the SPJ principle of telling the truth.
Figure 9—“Subtle changes—are they worth it?” Marie Claire, August 2007

For example, the author writes, “I am open to the suggestion of eye work—several years ago, I
had the puffiness removed from my entire eye area to give my eyes more definition, and I’ve
never regretted it” (Marie Claire August 2007, 140). This line indicates the author’s conclusion
will favor cosmetic surgery. Yet she explains the different procedures the surgeons suggest in a
clinical, matter-of-fact style: “Blepharoplasty: Removes excess skin and fat from upper and
lower eyelids” (Marie Claire August 2007, 139). Although the word “excess” has a negative
connotation, the overall feeling of this line is innocuous, neither suggesting fantastic results or
dreadful side-effects, in a matter-of-fact, educational style. The story’s final message is less than
favorable to the procedures: “I think I’d rather take on life’s next stage with wrinkle-forming
travel adventures than with surgery. Catch me in five years and the fat excision may have won
out—but I hope not” (Marie Claire August 2007, 141). The author appears to have explored both
sides of the issue, with levels of interest and educated disinterest in cosmetic surgery. It is an
example of an article exploring multiple procedures, rather than one beginning and ending with
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an author enthusiastic about the surgeries and lauding the results. This article nears fulfillment of
the SPJ code’s principle of telling the truth.
Another example, in Marie Claire July 2007, explores the plastic surgery industry in Iran.
“Welcome to Tehran, Nose Job Capital of the World” discusses why many Iranian women feel
they need rhinoplasty, why the practice has not been labeled “antisocial behavior” by the
government as have wearing makeup and long hair, and even includes an interview with one
woman who had a rhinoplasty at her family’s urging but now regrets it. This balanced approach
is a more journalistic approach to cosmetic surgery, which follows the SPJ code of ethics.
Figure 10—“Welcome to Tehran, Nose Job Capitol of the World”, Marie Claire July 2007

“To Botox or not to Botox,” however, is a more slanted article. It interviews both a
doctor who supports Botox and a doctor who thinks it makes women look older (Marie Claire
September 2007, 125).
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Figure 11—“To Botox or not to Botox” Marie Claire, September 2007

Neither doctor “wins” the debate. Their opinions are presented on a one-to-one basis, leaving the
reader to decide if the cosmetic procedure is a good idea. Nonetheless, both doctors gain free
advertising. One is happy to provide Botox and other procedures, while the other doctor offers
his own skin care line as an alternative to cosmetic surgery (127).
Editorial articles as advertisements
A greater ethical offense is citing “experts” peddling related products. Such content
makes up a large portion of the magazines’ editorial content. For example, Patricia Wexler, a
cosmetics expert cited in multiple issues of Vogue and Elle, has her own line of skin care
products that appear frequently in the magazines’ beauty pages. Clearly Wexler does not give
expert advice to the magazines without expecting free advertising in return. In fact, Wexler does
not purchase advertisements in any of the magazines; she and her line show up for free
exclusively through interviews and products mentioned in editorial pages. For example, Wexler
is interviewed as an expert on cosmetic dermatology and two of her products are mentioned on
the same page in “The Insider: Patricia Wexler, MD” (Elle March 2007, 382). Although this
article can be called a business profile, it is framed as an interview with an expert:
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Why take fat from the butt or the stomach? Why not slim a double chin and pop
that fat into the cheeks at the same time? Stomach and saddlebag cells are the most
robust. Fat removed from the hips is a bit fibrous and more difficult to inject. Ironically,
I’m plumping a lot of butts with fat these days. (Elle March 2007, 382)
The questions the reporter asks and Wexler’s answers are based more in the clinical aspects of
Wexler’s work, not on the specifics of her skin care line. The products from Wexler’s skin care
line appear to be on the page as a coincidence, as part of her “must-have list,” yet they also
provide free advertising for Wexler and could be on the page as a result of Wexler’s agreement
to complete the interview. This is an ethical failing of Elle, as it breaks the SPJ rule to act
independently of obligations or interests other than the public right to be informed (Society of
Professional Journalists, 1).
Figure 12—“The Insider: Patricia Wexler, MD” Elle, March 2007. Wexler’s products are those with maroon packaging.

Other examples advertising-related content in the three magazines’ editorial pages
include reviews of television shows, movies, books and celebrities, beauty and fashion articles
focusing on items that can be purchased, and coverage of the newest runway fashion collections.
In Marie Claire, for example, every issue includes a section called “Culture: The Filter” that
includes interviews, commentary and reviews of entertainment and related media. The first page
of “Culture: The Filter” in May 2007 discusses a number of entertainment personalities: Bebel
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Gilberto, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Avril Lavigne and Scarlett Johnansson; movies and television
shows such as Goldon Door, 28 Weeks Later, Severance, The Nanny Ideas, Big Ideas for a Small
Planet; and the band Arctic Monkeys (Marie Claire May 2007, 125). Not only is this a look at
popular entertainment and celebrities, but it is also free publicity for them. The section goes on to
discuss popular books, television, movies, music, Web sites and the actor Hugh Dancy (Marie
Claire May 2007, 126-133). This breaches the SPJ code because such content is in advertisers’
best interests—companies contracted with the celebrities and shows named will profit if readers
watch shows and read books after reading positive reviews and interviews about them.
Vogue has a similar section, called “People are Talking About.” Its first page in May
2007 discusses “Coram Boy,” a play adapted from a young adult novel that is performed with
music by Georg Friedrich Handel (Vogue May 2007, 161). The section progresses from the play
to a musical, ballet, movies, music, travel, textile design, television, a profile of author,
performance artist, actress and filmmaker Miranda July, and ends with books. While this section
includes similar components to Marie Claire’s “Culture: The Filter” by providing free publicity
for entertainment and personalities, “People are Talking About” includes pursuits generally
associated with high society and upper class leisure—ballet, theater, musicals, travel, art
expensive textiles. This difference suggests the difference in the two magazines’ audience
demographics. Vogue, the magazine that gains high-profile fashion advertising, suggests its
readers are people who have the money and time to attend shows, purchase art, travel the world
and read books by Arthur Miller and Lydia Davis (Vogue May 2007, 179). In contrast, Marie
Claire’s readers watch lots of movies, listen to popular music, have time to read books, but
perhaps do not have the time or funding to travel and visit the theater often. Elle does not have a
culture section. Instead, it follows a large swath of fashion and beauty articles with interviews
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with musicians and movie stars. This suggests Elle’s readers are only interested in shopping,
watching movies and listening to mainstream music.
Product placement
Another area of questionable journalistic ethics is product placement on editorial pages.
Despite allusions to culture, most articles focus on fashion and beauty—particularly fashion. Elle
uses a great deal of editorial space to explore the latest products readers can buy. In Elle’s “green
issue,” editors use the eco-friendly theme to showcase “green” products. “Elle Accessories”
includes a spread of products accompanied by the text, “Neutral-color wide-weave raffia covers
sandals and clutches, lending a rough yet refined feeling to the season’s most charming add-ons”
(Elle May 2007, 114).
Figure 13—“Last Straw” Elle, May 2007

While this appears a simple proclamation of the wonders of raffia and taupe-colored accessories,
the editors are trying to sell these products to readers as green products just because they are
made with raffia and aren’t ostentatious in design. Nothing is said about the companies that make
the products—whether or not they use sweatshops, use harmful chemicals or employ other green
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practices. This is an example of a magazine promoting ideas without offending advertisers.
Rather than doing investigative reporting to find examples of companies whose practices are not
green and following the SPJ code in telling the truth, Elle chooses to highlight companies whose
practices it says are, thus providing free advertising and giving the advertiser more reason to
purchase future advertisements. “Elle Fashion Reporter” features two articles in which reporters
take road trips in hybrid cars (Figure 14 and 15). The emphasis is on fashion and sightseeing.
The only green tie in the articles, hybrid cars, are of minimal importance. For example: “Lexus’
new hybrid SUV gets 31 miles to the gallon and comes in colors such as Neptune Blue Mica and
Millennium Silver Metallic” (Elle May 2007, 182). The authors deem the most important thing
about these cars to be what colors they come in and how many miles per gallon they get, rather
than greater environmental reasons for getting them or pros and cons of each vehicle. The only
two cars mentioned are from Lexus, which could mean Lexus provided the cars to Elle for the
article in exchange for free advertising. By failing to act independently of advertiser interests,
Elle violates the SPJ code.
Figure 14—“Space Invaders” Elle, May 2007
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Figure 15—“Scout’s Honor” Elle, May 2007

A final example from Elle’s May 2007 green issue is “Green Stars,” an article in the
“Elle Beauty Body Health” section that, under the guise of educating readers about green
products, publicizes a number of companies (Figure 17). For example, a three-page spread
advertisement for Aveeno begins on page 200 (Figure 16). A line on the advertisement says,
“Discover nature’s secret for ageless beauty” (Elle May 2007, 200). A few pages later, an
Aveeno lotion appears in the “Green Stars” story, accompanied by the text, “‘The high
concentration of soothing oatmeal in Aveeno Skin Relief Moisturizing Lotion immediately
relieves a sunburn or rash,’ says Beverly Hills dermatologist Stuart Kaplan, MD” (Elle May
2007, 214).
Figure 16—Aveeno advertisement, Elle, May 2007
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Figure 17—“Green Stars” Elle, May 2007

This text says nothing about the product being natural or eco-friendly. A doctor lauds the
product, which legitimizes the advertiser’s claims, even though the doctor says nothing about the
product being healthy. This violates the SPJ code principle to tell the truth, as no negative
aspects of the products are mentioned. Although it is placed with a variety of competing
products, one may assume this product is a “Green Star” because Aveeno purchased an
advertisement in the magazine.
On the other end of the spectrum, Trilogy Booster Capsules are also mentioned in “Green
Stars,” although Trilogy does not advertise in any issue of Elle. Again, a doctor says good
things—but nothing medically sound—about the product, which is placed in the editorial pages
to suggest the product is natural or eco-friendly. Perhaps Trilogy chose not to purchase an
advertisement in this issue of Elle because they were already going to receive publicity.
Marie Claire also fails the SPJ standard of fairness. The June 2007 issue’s Beauty section
includes a “skin special” called “Sexy Summer Skin.” This article features skin care products
from companies that do and do not advertise in the magazine, based on the following categories:
products to “summer-ize your summer routine” and “antimelt, anticrease” cosmetics for “hot
days and steamy nights” (Marie Claire June 2007, 76 and 78). One example of product
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placement that complements advertising is Neutrogena. A Neutrogena sunscreen and moisturizer
are discussed in the article on page 76 (Figure 18). An advertisement for Neutrogena makeup
begins on page 77 (Figure 18). Not only is the product placement complementary to advertising,
it is also friendly to the advertiser as it sells products.
Figure 18—Section from “Sexy Summer Skin” and Neutrogena advertisement, Marie Claire, June 2007

Vogue is also guilty of product placement. For example “The Hot List” is a collage of
photos of celebrities in various designer attire (Figure 19).
Figure 19—“The Hot List” Vogue, June 2007
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The list always mentions designer names—and a few of those designers have advertised in
Vogue. For example, Hilary Swank is featured wearing a dress by Christian Dior (Vogue June
2007, 91). An advertisement for a Dior watch precedes the article by just a few pages (Figure
20).
Figure 20—Dior advertisement in Vogue, June 2007

As in Elle and Marie Claire, however, there are also designers featured who do not advertise in
the magazine. For example, actress Arden Wohl is featured in a Courrèges dress, but the design
house never advertises in Vogue. All three magazines practice product placement with or and
without advertisements, raising ethical questions about editorial dealings with advertisers and
fails the SPJ ethics code.
Advertising-independent content
While most of the content in Marie Claire, Elle and Vogue is advertising-related, complementary or –friendly, there is a small amount of advertising-independent editorial content
in all three magazines that can best be described as articles about serious social and political
issues. These articles are closest to ethical journalism than anything else in Marie Claire, Elle
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and Vogue. An exploration of the advertising-independent content, however, shows it is not as
journalistically ethical as could be.
Table 14—Percentage of advertising-independent content per issue of each magazine
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Advertising-independent content in Elle makes up 22 percent of each issue (Table 14). Examples
include: “The incredible shrinking woman,” which explores the Supreme Court’s ruling on
second-trimester abortions (Elle, August 2007); “XX-Rated Art,” which discusses the return of
feminist art (Elle, March 2007); “My Sister’s Keeper,” which explores caring for someone
suffering from depression (Elle, July 2007); and “We Can’t Get No Satisfaction,” which
investigates the effects of low libido on the modern woman (Elle, January 2007).
Important as those subjects seem, Elle declines to play up these serious articles on its
front covers. Cover teasers feature fluff like “The Healthy Tan: Yes, you do need some sun,”
“Fall Fashion: What’s chic now” and “Teach Me, Teacher: The sex appeal of authority figures”
(Elle August 2007, 1).
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Figure 21—Cover of Elle, August 2007

Although “The Incredible Shrinking Woman” explores a volatile topic that could draw in
readers, it is hidden in the table of contents and tucked into the back pages of the magazine (Elle
August 2007). The attention-grabbing lead demonstrates how much more substantive this article
is from the consumerist stories in the magazine:
“The Supreme Court decided this spring to uphold a federal law that allows state
legislatures, if they chose, to criminalize one form of second-trimester abortion, known as
partial-birth abortion. Procedures beyond 12 weeks account for 12 percent of the
country’s 1.3 million abortions a year, some of which are performed for women who
learn that their fetuses are seriously deformed or destined to die. Another type of lateterm abortion is still available under the ruling, though the Court heard evidence that the
partial-birth procedure is actually safer for some women. That’s disturbing—but what is
truly shocking is how Justice Anthony Kennedy, the author of Gonzales v. Carhart,
portrayed women in the Court’s decision. Herewith, some of ELLE’s most thoughtful
writer’s respond. (Elle August 2007, 202).
Interestingly, the story is totally one-sided. None of the seven writers exploring the issue oppose
abortion. Even the introduction, with subtle language like “though the Court heard” and “That’s
disturbing,” leads the reader to believe Elle’s stance on the issue is purely pro-choice. Balanced
journalism would include differing viewpoints, as the SPJ code calls for journalists to seek the
most accurate truth and report it. There is not enough diversity in the piece to make it a fair and
unbiased piece of journalism, working to educate the public as stated by the SPJ code. While
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there are educational elements to the article, it is not fully-rounded enough to give the reader a
real sense of the broader issue. For example, the introductions to the vignettes are uniformly
sympathetic to abortion:
Victors? Victorians! The majority might as well be living in the nineteenth century, given
how it infantilizes American women under the guise of elevating them (Elle August
2007, 203)
Hell Hath No Fury…like a brilliant feminist justice witnessing the dismantling, piece by
piece, of women’s rights (Elle August 2007, 204)
The Time is Now: The former head of Planned Parenthood says you don’t need to take it
lying down (Elle August 2007, 205)
What Kind of Life? The best research to date suggests that the vast majority of women
who have abortions aren’t plagued by regret. One tells her story (Elle August 2007, 206)
Marie Claire publishes the highest percentage of advertising-independent articles, with
38 percent of its total pages devoted to advertising-independent content (Table 14). Marie
Claire’s “Last Clinic Standing” offers a more balanced view on abortion (Marie Claire, October
2006). It was teased on the cover, although in the smallest print at the bottom of the page (Figure
22).
Figure 22—Cover of Marie Claire, October 2006
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The author interviews a doctor in an abortion clinic in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, officials at
Planned Parenthood, a young couple waiting to get an abortion, protesters outside the clinic and
pro-life advocates. The author also shares her own experiences. Showing so many different sides
of the story educates readers about the varying opinions supporters and protesters have on
abortion, and the reasoning behind those opinions. While most sources are pro-choice, most of
the photos in an accompanying collage are of pro-life billboards and protesters (Figure 23). This
fulfills the SPJ code in reporting the most accurate truth.
Figure 23—Photo collage for “Last Clinic Standing” Marie Claire, October 2006.

The author uses a non-judgmental voice to carry the reader from one interview to the next. Even
while describing the gruesome experience of an abortion procedure, the author writes in a
clinical tone:
Next, Dr. McCreary dilates her patient’s cervix to about the width of a pen. Then, taking
something that looks like a mini vacuum-cleaner hose, she sucks out the contents of the
uterus. Sixty days after contraception, a fetus is about the size of a kidney bean. It has a
head, a rump, and tiny webbed fingers, but limited brain function. Along with the
placenta, Dr. McCreary pulls the fetus, in pieces, into a glass jar. Like amputated limbs,
abortion material is considered regulated medical waste and is cremated or incinerated.
(Marie Claire October 2006, 104).
This article exemplifies the balanced writing found in most of Marie Claire’s advertisingindependent content. Other examples are “Women Who Choose Starter Husbands” (Marie
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Claire, September 2007), about women who marry intending to get divorced later; “Shocking!
Female Suicide Bombers” (Marie Claire, September 2007), exploring the mindset of a woman
who attempted to assassinate the prime minister of Sri Lanka; and “Immigrant Nation” (Marie
Claire, September 2006), profiling women living illegally in the United States.
Vogue mirrors Elle with 22 percent advertising-independent content (Table 14). Some
examples of these articles are “Prisoner of Love” (Vogue, February 2007), about a woman who
engaged in an unhealthy romance; “The Color Purple” (Vogue, January 2007), an interview with
Congresswoman Claire McCaskill, D-Miss.; “Infertile Ground” (Vogue, August 2007),
discussing a study citing chemicals as the reason for some women’s infertility; and “Widespread
Panic” (Vogue, September 2007), about a woman suffering from an anxiety disorder.
Even with such a serious topics, Vogue promotes—and protects –advertisers. “Infertile
Ground” begins on a sinister note: “For decades, women have blamed themselves for fertility
problems, but now scientists are looking outside—to the environment, to your backyard—for
clues” (Vogue August 2007, 244). The story is illustrated by a lavish two-page photo spread that
guiltlessly promotes advertiser products: “Since World War II, an estimated 80,000 chemicals
have been introduced—in plastic toys, lawn-care products, and cleaning agents.” Credits follow:
“Jil Sander dress. Earrings by Tom Binns. Hair, Ben Skervin, using Aveda; makeup, James
Kaliardos for L’Oreal” (Vogue August 2007, 245). Vogue is the only magazine of the three that
cites products in advertising-independent articles.
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Figure 15—Introductory spread to “Infertile Gound” Vogue, August 2007

“Infertile Ground” discusses bisphenol A, which causes problems in women’s reproductive
systems by blocking hormones that regulate bodily functions. The author lists no specific
examples of products containing bisphenol A. It only lists general types of products that may
contain bisphenol A and other harmful chemicals (Vogue August 2007, 247). For example:
“Phthalates: Where: Used as gelling agents and fixatives in cosmetics and grooming products;
used to soften plastics—in drug capsules, for example, and infants’ toys like bathtub books”
(Vogue August 2007, 247). A pull-quote also emphasizes the danger in some products readers
may be using—“What are the chemicals in question? These are the substances used to make
creams creamy, to make plastics durable.” Yet the author never cites specific products (Vogue
August 2007, 246). This suggests a reluctance to offend advertisers. The lack of names in this
article is a disservice to readers and defies the SPJ principle to remain independent of outside
forces. Clearly, the magazine is serving someone other than its readers.
Ethical failings
The findings support Brady’s 1993 hypothesis that women’s magazines reserve their
“venom for randy sheiks and cutthroat arbitrageurs, few of whom rely on print ads to promote
their enterprises” is correct (Brady, 36). The advertising-independent articles in these magazines
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do not discuss the dangers, wrongdoings, or downsides of products or services that could be
related to advertisers. Although Marie Claire’s advertising-independent articles appear unbiased
and credible, they dare not critique many topics that affect American women. Abortion rights
aside, the majority of advertising-independent articles in Marie Claire focus on women overseas,
in the Middle East and Asia. For example, “The Karma Collectors” explores hospital crews in
Thailand fighting over corpses (Marie Claire, February 2007); “Crime and Beauty” explains the
importance of beauty pageants for women in Russian correctional facilities (Marie Claire,
September 2006); and “Murder in the Mothers Club” discusses why some Japanese mothers kill
their children’s friends (Marie Claire, May 2007). Since Marie Claire’s publishers do not have
to answer to leaders in those countries, it is much easier to critique issues in Chad and India than
those that affect women in the U.S. Few articles in Elle and Vogue discuss politics, medical
health, education or women’s rights. And while Marie Claire’s independent articles are the most
journalistically rigorous, Marie Claire is not the most representative of the market, as indicated
by Vogue and Elle’s higher circulations and advertisement-getting power.
While all three magazines have differing levels of advertising and product mention in
editorial pages, all maintain close to a 60-40 ratio of advertising to editorial content per
magazine. This supports Potter’s assertion that a 60-40 advertising ratio is the most common
practice among contemporary print publications. A close look at the numbers, however, shows
Marie Claire prints more editorial content than advertising, which defies the 60-40 rule (Table
12). Although Marie Claire has fewer total advertising pages than editorial pages, most of its
editorial content is advertising-related. The ratio of advertising-related content to independent
content in Marie Claire is 62 percent to 38 percent, which mirrors the ratio in Elle and Vogue.
Perhaps because Marie Claire gets less advertising it incorporates more products, advertiser-
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friendly and complementary content into its editorial pages. This tips the scales and ironically
makes the magazine more attractive to advertisers. This is another SPJ violation because jumping
through hoops for advertisers is not in the best interests of Marie Claire’s readers.
Table 12—Percentages of advertising and content per magazine
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Reader expectations: focus group results
Although the focus group attendees differed on what should be the relationship between
advertising and editorial content in women’s magazines, most expect ethical journalism. Half
said they find advertisements in magazines annoying, and half said advertisements are the main
reason they buy the magazines [Appendix 4-11]. One attendee said she doesn’t read any editorial
content; she only looks at the advertisements [Appendix 4-5]. This student included, three of the
four attendees said they felt women’s magazines should be held to the ethical standards of
journalism [Appendix 4-11]. One attendee said she considers interviews journalism, and since all
three magazines include interviews, then all three magazines should be considered journalistic
publications and held to the same standards as newspapers [Appendix 4-5]. Another participant
said women’s magazines should be held to journalistic standards because the reader expects the
material in the magazine to be accurate [Appendix 8-9]. She said that if the magazine does not
uphold those standards, then its content is “unfair and deceptive to the reader” [Appendix 8-9]
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The dissenting participant said women’s magazines should not be considered ethical journalistic
because the magazines’ content is based on opinion and has no research to back it up [Appendix
6-7]. No study participants believed advertisers should expect or demand complementary articles
for placing advertising in a magazine, and none of the participants felt advertisers should dictate
what articles are placed in women’s magazines based on the advertisers’ message or political
views [Appendix 4-11].
Conclusion
If the focus group answers were extrapolated to represent the readership of Elle, Marie
Claire and Vogue, it would be safe to say most readers expect their articles to be unbiased,
truthful and untainted by advertising. This exploration of these magazines’ content shows the
magazines fail to fulfill that expectation. Elle, Marie Claire and Vogue fail the SPJ code on
several counts. The magazines merely skim the surface in seeking the most accurate truth and
reporting it. Examples of this include the reporting in “Infertile Ground,” which gives some of
the truth but not all, and “The Incredible Shrinking Woman,” which gives only one side of the
story. The magazines’ writers and editors do not act independently. Articles repeatedly showcase
products from the magazine’s advertisers, showcase sources with financial agendas, and fail to
educate readers about social issues affecting them. Because the magazines fail to act
independently of those obligations or interests Elle, Vogue and Marie Claire are not acting in a
manner that is accountable to their readership and other journalists. If the magazines were truly
transparent, showcasing advertisers’ products would not run rampant throughout editorial pages.
Since the majority of the content in these magazines is related to, complementary to and friendly
to advertising, these magazines are not acting in the best interests of their readers and fail to pass
the SPJ ethics test.
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A paradoxical mixture of independent journalism and advertising-related content, the
relationship between women’s magazines and advertising is as strong in the 21st century as ever.
As the focus group shows, many readers expect the editorial content in women’s magazines to be
well-researched and fair, even if they are only reading articles about beauty products and
celebrities. Yet Elle, Marie Claire and Vogue fail to observe several prongs of the SPJ code of
ethics. This study’s results show that women’s magazines, which Fine claimed have a reputation
in the journalism community for being ethically deficient, continue to be the bastard cousins of
professional journalism (Fine, 1). Given the trajectory of the relationship between magazines and
advertisers during the 20th century, it is difficult and scary to imagine the ethical course
women’s magazines will chart could become over the 21st century.
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